24th International Conference on Non-ferrous Minerals and Metals

Webinar Series

Organised by

Corporate Monitor

In Association with
Jawaharlal Nehru Aluminium Research Development & Design Centre
Material Recycling Association of India
Aluminium Association of India

Programme begins at 10:00 Hrs GMT (3:30 pm IST) for 1 hour
Log in 15 minutes earlier
(Link to be given 1 day in advance in MS Teams(events) platform)
**September 18, 2020**

- Welcome Address: Dr. Anupam Agnihotri, Director, JNARDDC & Chairman, Conference Organising Committee
- Address by: Shri Sanjay Mehta, President, Material Recycling Association of India
- Address by: Shri Rahul Sharma, President, Aluminium Association of India
- Inaugural Address: Shri Satendra Singh, (IAS), Joint Secretary, Ministry of Mines, Government of India
- The Non-ferrous Metal Scenario: Shri Amit Saran, Director, Ministry of Mines
  
  To be moderated by S Majumdar, Convenor, Corporate Monitor

**September 25, 2020**

- **Theme Address on Aluminium:**
  Prospects of the Aluminium Industry in India: The issues of production inputs: Power, Raw Materials as well as Logistics
  **Shri Abhijit Pati, CEO & Director, BALCO**

- **Theme Address on Copper:**
  Growth prospect in Indian Copper Industry:
  **Shri A K Shukla, CMD, Hindustan Copper**

**October 2, 2020**

- **Environmental Impact of Copper Production:**
  Shri Pankaj Kumar, CEO, Vedanta -Sterlite Copper

- **Aluminium Recycling – current status and the way forward:**
  Shri Mohan Agarwal, Material Recycling Association of India
October 9, 2020

- **Panel Discussion: Non-ferrous Metals for Defence and strategic applications: R & D challenges:**
  Dr. N. Eswara Prasad, Outstanding Scientist / Scientist H and Director, Defence Materials & Stores R&D Establishment (DMSRDE) & Dr. K Muraleedharan, Director, CSIR-CGCRI

- **Secondary Copper Industry: challenges & opportunities:**
  Shri Vijay Agarwal, Material Recycling Association of India

October 16, 2020

- **Panel Discussion: Opportunities & Challenges to the Aluminium Industry in the post Covid business environment:**
  Shri Rahul Sharma, CEO – Alumina, Vedanta,
  Shri Bibhu Mishra, Head, MCoE, Hindalco,
  Shri Bijoy Dash, ED(P & T), NALCO
  & Dr B K Satpathy, Ex of NALCO as moderator

October 23, 2020

- **NO WEBINARS**

October 30, 2020

- **Technology Challenges for the sustainability of Indian Aluminium and Copper Industries:** Dr. P K Banerjee, Chief Technical Officer, Hindalco

- **Optimising Import Substitutes in Aluminium Sector Leading towards Atmanirbhar Bharat:** Shri A K Agrawal, Director(Technical), MECON
November 6, 2020
- Streamlining and Optimising Plant Operations at Vedanta, Jharsuguda during pandemic days:
  Shri G G Pal, COO, Vedanta, Jharsuguda
- Indian Aluminium Industry 4.0: The Survival Key
  Dr A Agnihotri, Director, JNARDDC

November 13, 2020
- The role of aluminium in sustainable circular economy
  Shri Avrajit Chatterjee, General Manager, Uniseven Group
- Presentation by Shir Anurag Choudhary
  Himadri Speciality Chemicals

November 20, 2020
- Technical Innovations for Improved Safety and Reliability on Base Metal Furnaces:
  Hugo Joubert, Tenova Pyromet, Tenova
- What does “Green” Smelting Really Mean?
  Cameron Harris, Canadian Engineering Associates, Canada

November 27, 2020
- Purging System for the Non-ferrous Industry – new possibilities using N₂/H₂ as Purging Gas:
  Andreas Filzwieser and others from Mettop GMbH, Leoben, Austria
- Electrowinning equipment for producing high purity non-ferrous metals:
  Malcom Thomas, Filtaquip

December 4, 2020
- Ioniclife Cast Technology:
  Hans-Jorg Krassnig and others from Mettop GMbH, Leoben, Austria
- Retrofit & Upgradation of Fans Theory & Practice:
  Shri Srinivasan Krishnamurthi, Nadi Airtechnics

December 11, 2020 & Day long Programme on December 15, 2020
To be announced